Have you had problems seaming the monofilament of the pintle through a tight seam and don’t want to change the pintle cable diameter? Try our Pintlepin lubricant; our silicon based formula has been specifically designed to lower the friction resistance while protecting the monofilament from any degradation.

Applications:
- Any tight seam including Spiral Lace seams, Press Felts and Dryer Fabrics.

Benefits:
- Specifically designed to lower friction resistance allowing the pintlepin to seam easier without damaging the spirals or seam loops.

Features:
- Easy and safe to use, just apply lubricant to monofilament
- Has been tested for chemical and heat degradation to polyester and peek monofilaments.
- Available in a spray bottle for ease of use
- Also available in a small applicator bottle for use with our new Reel with Pintlepin Inserting tool.
- Available in both regular and FDA approved formula.